ENGAGEMENT SHOOT
Authentically capturing just the two of you / BEING YOURSELVES

How many professionally taken photos do you and your partner have, ones
that you really love and can fill your home with?
An engagement shoot is a great way for us to get to know each other and
for us to get some amazing, candid photos of you and your partner. It's a
great way to be as creative as we want in a relaxed environment, choose
great locations and there is no pressure just the two of you, being you.
Plus, if you're a little camera-shy, it's the perfect opportunity for you to
practice being comfortable in front of the camera, in the lead-up to your
wedding day.
Either way, I promise that we'll have a great time!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
+ 1 HOUR SHOOT

IN YOUR CHOSEN LOCATION
+ HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS

PRINT YOUR FAVOURITE MOMENTS FROM THE DAY
+ LOW RESOLUTION IMAGES

PERFECT FOR SHARING ON SOCIAL MEDIA
+ ONLINE SLIDE SHOW & GALLERY

SPREAD THE LOVE WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY

$400
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TIPS FOR PLANNING YOUR OUTFITS FOR
YOUR ENGAGEMENT SESSION!
Some recommendations of mine!

✨ COLORS ✨
Neutrals & earth tones photograph best. That doesn't mean just greys and browns - there's an
earth tone for every color! (mustard yellow, navy blue, olive green, burnt orange, maroon, etc),
Definitely stay away from bright fluorescent colors!

✨ PATTERNS ✨
Avoid large chunky patterns. If it's got too big of a pattern, it will distract from your faces )which
should be the main focus of the photos - not your clothes!). Go for small, soft subtle patterns &
solid colors. Simple is better when it comes to patterns!

✨ TEXTURES ✨
Textures are so fun to play around with! Things like knit sweaters, lace dresses, corduroy
jackets, denim, fringe, etc. can add SO much to your photos!
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HOW MANY OUTFITS?

I recommend 2-3. At least one casual + one dress/dressy!

HOW DRESSY?

This is totally up to you and your style! For the dressier outfit, you can't go
wrong with a flowy maxi dress! Avoid jumpsuits & tight-fitted clothes. For
the casual outfit, don't underestimate how casual you can go! Something
as simple as leggings, a baggy sweater, & your hair thrown up in a messy
pony tail can be SO cute. Vintage tees, sneakers, scrunchies, ripped jeans,
you get the idea. Whatever feels like YOU!

YOUR MAN

Have your finance wear colors that compliment yours and keep it simple.
Khakis are great because they can be dressed up or down and pretty
much go with everything. A button-up or sports coat is perfect for the
dressy outfit. (Or if you guys aren't a dressy couple, just a plain black tshirt and khakis can look really slick!)

ACCESSORIES

Things like hats, sunglasses, jewelry, jackets, tied around your waist, etc.
can spruce up your photos SO much! It's also a quick way to add variety
since you don't have to wear them the entire time!
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